Victor Wood Midnight Black Collection:
Functionality meets quality and style in this desktop series

BOLINGBROOK, IL. (January 5, 2011) – Victor Technology, LLC has announced the launch of the
stunning Wood Midnight Black Collection of desk accessories to the office supply channel. The Midnight
Black lineup brings a fresh perspective to the desk accessories category by offering functional solutions
along with appealing design elements. This extensive collection offers basic desktop organization as well
as more unique and practical pieces such as the Tidy Tower, the Corner Shelf and the Desktop Organizer
which fulfill needs not met by other accessory lines.
The Victor Wood Midnight Black Collection was designed with three core principles in mind:
1. Functionality – Spaces large enough for folders, handles for ease-of-use, and faux leather top
surfaces to prevent scratching are a just a few of the many features that make this product line
practical for everyday use. “These products solve a problem, fill a need, and organize in an
innovative way,” says John Ringlein, Chief Operating Officer at Victor Technology.
2. Design – Stylish design elements incorporated into the collection include frosted glass windows,
elegant matte finish, decorative crown molding and handles with a brushed metal finish. Ringlein
explains, “Close attention is given to details and design lines to create unique, impressive and
attractive products.”
3. Quality – The collection is manufactured with high quality wood materials. The extra thick
construction enhances the durability and increases the life of the product line. “From concept to
production, each product component incorporates excellent craftsmanship and high value,”
Ringlein expounds.
The Midnight Black Collection includes 11 products: Corner Shelf, Printer Stand, Stacking Letter Tray,
Business Card Holder, Monitor Riser, Magazine Holder, Desktop Organizer, Tidy Tower, Incline File,
Reversible Book End and Pencil Cup/Note Holder.
Victor office products are available through office supply resellers throughout the United States, Canada,
and Puerto Rico. To find a reseller near you, contact Victor at 1-800-628-2420, go to www.victortech.com
or enter “Victor Midnight Black” into an internet search engine.
About Victor Technology
Victor Technology has manufactured high quality adding machines and calculators since 1918. In 1965,
Victor introduced the first adding machine powered by a microchip. Today, Victor offers more than 60
unique and versatile products with exceptional quality and the Industry’s longest warranties. Victor is The
Trusted Choice of Professionals.
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